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NCBC's President and other
Officers and Board Members
have received calls and notes

of appreciation from those
who received awards this year. s

~;

Brenda Argoe, NCBC <

President, presented awards to =
the following people: ~

,',

Administrative Excellence
Award:

Glen K. Palman

Achievement Award:
LeahAnns
Paul Martin

Oust~; zz:': I
Robert A. Fagan
Patricia Channon
Michael Webb
Brenda Argoe

Bemardine Gordon
C. Fred Burks

Diane L. Thompson
Wanda K. Williams

A great deal of effort and
consideration goes into the
nomination andselection

process and it is veryl
gratifying to know that an

NCBC award is valued by the
recipients.

managers and employees to increase productivity through improved .
performance.

Emily and Joy kept the presentation on track using an outline that
required attendees to participate. After an overview of the subject, the
various challenges of performance management systems were
highlighted. The challenges that were discussed zeroed in on the
problems most frequently mentioned with performance management
systems, such as the lack of employee involvement and that appraisers
are biased or inconsistent (or perceived to be).

The remainder of the time then turned to a future practices survey
where concepts along with the use of summary statements, appraiser
accountability, team appraisal and forced ranking were reviewed to see
if they were currently being used and if so how, and how could they be
used in the future. Examples were raised and discussed concerning all
of these concepts, and their current and/or future application in the state
and federal courts. Not surprisingly, many of the practical experiences
and problem areas that came out of the discussion were the same
regardless of the type, size or structure of the court.

I am sure that either Emily Huebner or Joy Richardson would be happy
to assist your court with ideas for training opportunities on this subject.
Please contact them at the Federal Judicial Center for
additional information.

Summation by: Bill Stillgebauer

"In Your Own Image: Imaging to Store Records,
a Real Life Example."

Chief Deputy Clerk, Mary Jo Obee and Systems Manager Leah Arms
of the Oklahoma Western bankruptcy court demonstrated their Paseo
Document Image Management System to a packed house. NACM and
NCBC attendees marveled at the progress this court has made in
migrating from a manual system to automated case processing. The
migration path taken was "imaging." This project is a stepping stone to
move them towards the Judiciary's Long Range Plan and Vision of a
paperless Federal Judiciary.

This project was conceived because the court felt compelled to offer
improved and friendlier access to justice. In seeking a solution the
court contacted state courts, insurance companies, and Fortune 500
companies to research various means of transferring information to
others. The project criteria established was that it must be obtainable
within five years and it must be fiscally and operationally feasible.
Based on their research they analyzed the cost, feasibility and risk of
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